2019 LIFETIME GIVING INDUCTEES

The Lifetime Visionary Circle honors donors who’ve made a substantial lifetime commitment to ABVI and who remain dedicated to the success and growth of the Association. Unlike our Annual Visionary Class, Lifetime Giving Society members are honored for their cumulative gifts. As such, once a donor is inducted into the Lifetime Visionary Circle, they will remain a member throughout their lifetime. Donors are inducted in 3 categories: Lifetime Giving Societies, Service Society and Heritage Society.

LIFETIME GIVING SOCIETIES

Mrs. Fred G Sahlmann Society ($10,000-$24,999)

Frances and Mason Alexander
Jody Anderson
Lynda C. and Julius J. Anderson
Bob and Lynell Baldwin
Barbara and John Boatwright
Blanche and Frank Brumley
Fran and Barre Butler
Carol and Robert Clement
Ann and Phil Cotton
Courtenay McDowell and Richard Gregory
Harriett Daughtridge Harris
Elizabeth and Fleetwood Hassell
Joni and Doug Hazelton

Vera and Bob Helmly
Emmie and Clay Hershey
Bunny and Duffield Meyercord
Mary and Hagood Morrison
Laura and Rod Moseley
Courtney and Jeff Plotner
Anne and Whit Smith
Cindi and Kerry Solomon
Elizabeth and Chuck Sullivan
Jennifer and Jay Williams
Libby and John Winthrop
Michael Zervos

Mildred Kirkland Society ($25,000-$49,999)

Capers and Frank Grimball
Harriet and George Williams

Bernhard Karl Jantzen Society ($500,000-$749,999)

COL. Karl Jantzen

SERVICE SOCIETY INDUCTEES

Danny Coyle
Jacqueline Lawrence
Cornelia Pelzer

HERITAGE SOCIETY INDUCTEES

Dorothy Wenberg Endowment- $6,000,000
Katie Lee Beard Endowment for Guide Dogs- $250,000
Gilbreth Endowment for the Association for the Blind of CCF- $89,535*
Mary Everts Trust- $33,400
Edith C. Cory Trust- $25,000

*The value of this gift is actively growing